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Hello! Check out our newsletter to see
everything we have done at RISE this month!

MS. ROMANO JOINS RISE
CLASSROOM

Ms. Romano joined our classroom at the start of October. She has worked for
Shrewsbury Public Schools for the past 5 years as an ABA tech. Ms. Romano is a very
energetic and passionate teacher who has a lot of experience helping students at
vocational and work opportunities. She is a great addition to our classroom!

The RISE students got to explore the community a lot this
month.  They went on a hike with Waypoint Adventures  at
Peppercorn Hill Conservation Area in Upton. They also met
up with Marlborough's 18-22 program at Dean Park where
they had lunch, went on a walk and played basketball. 
 Ryan and Jazmine also explored the library and got their
own library cards. 
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FAVORITE THINGS
Learning about and talking about their

preferences and opinions is important for all RISE
students. Talking about their favorite things they

do each month is a great way to practice this. 

 Went to dean park
  Went to five below
  Cooking sandwiches

3 Favorite things this month: 
1.
2.
3.

Favorite place in community this month: Dean park

Favorite leisure sampling activity:  Playing Pool

Hiking
Making Veggie Salad warps
Doing some workouts in the gym 

3 Favorite things this month: 
1.
2.
3.

Favorite place in community this month: Dean Park 

Favorite leisure sampling activity: Playing pool 

wrapping cookies in
SHS cafe

sorting clothes in
Andy's Closet 

helping at Coolidge 

This month the RISE
students started some
new vocational jobs.  

These include... 
Restore Environment

Filling out Forms 
Reading Bank
Statements 
Maintaining

Conversations 

The RISE students also
learned about and

practiced some
functional life skills 

 including... 

VOCATIONAL
JOBS

LESSONS 

RYAN

JAZMINE
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MAKING PIZZA 

The RISE students participated in a number of different activities across the month. For Halloween they entered
into a pumpkin decorating contest, prepared halloween treat bags for the Little Colonials and interacted with

the Shrewsbury Police Department to do some work around emergencies and calling 911. . 

Step 1 - Stretch out the
dough and make it
flat

 

Step 2 - Oil the pizza
pan

Step 3 -  Fold the
edges to make crust

Step 4- Put the sauce
on the dough

Ms Romano taught everyone how to make home made pizza. It was  scrumptious!

PARTICIPATION  

Step 5- Put the cheese
on

 

Step 6- 
Put the pepperoni  on

Step 7- 
 Put it in the oven

Step 8- Take it out and
let it cool

Step 9- Cut the pizza Step 10 - Eat and
enjoy!


